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ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove that countable strongly pure subgroups of

completely decomposable groups are completely decomposable. We also show

that strongly pure subgroups of separable torsion-free groups are separable.

One of the questions that have been considered concerning completely decom-

posable groups is the following: under what conditions is a subgroup of a com-

pletely decomposable group again completely decomposable? The well-known Baer-

Kaplansky-Kulikov theorem asserts that direct summands of completely decompos-

able groups are also completely decomposable. It is well known that pure subgroups

of completely decomposable groups are not necessarily completely decomposable

and, in 1972, L. Bican characterized all those completely decomposable abelian

groups any pure subgroup of which is completely decomposable. Recently, we have

shown that homogeneous pure subgroups of a completely decomposable group G are

completely decomposable provided that the extractible typeset of G is countable.

In this note we partially extend the Baer-Kaplansky-Kulikov theorem to strongly

pure subgroups of completely decomposable groups. Specifically, we show that in a

completely decomposable group whose typeset satisfies the maximum condition all

strongly pure subgroups are completely decomposable. We also show that countable

strongly pure subgroups of completely decomposable groups are completely decom-

posable. This not only extends but also gives a new proof of the classical theorem

of Kulikov on countable direct summands of completely decomposable groups. Fi-

nally, we shall show that strongly pure subgroups of separable torsion-free groups

are separable, extending the well-known theorem of L. Fuchs on direct summands

of separable groups.

Throughout this note the word "group" will mean an "abelian group" and for

notation and terminology the standard reference is volume II of Fuchs's book [2].

Let G be torsion-free and completely decomposable, i.e. G is a direct sum of rank

one torsion-free groups. A type r is said to be an extractible type oí G it G has a

rank one summand of type r. The extractible typeset of G, denoted by £(G), is the

set of all extractible types of G. For every r € £{G), we have G(t) — GT © G*(t),

where GT is a nonzero homogeneous completely decomposable group of type r;

GT is called a maximal t-homogeneous summand of G. If G = @t<=£(g) Gt is a

decomposition of G such that GT is a maximal r-homogeneous summand for every

t G £(G), then this decomposition is known as a homogeneous decomposition of G.
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Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. Then H is said to be strongly pure in

G if, for every h G H, there exists a homomorphism *: G —> H such that *(/i) = /i.

Strongly pure subgroups of arbitrary groups have been studied by S. Janakiraman

and K. M. Rangaswamy [4]. They showed that the definition above implies that, if

H is strongly pure in G and {hi,h,2,... ,hn} is any finite subset of H, then there

exists a homomorphism %!:G^>H such that ^(hi) = hi, i = 1,2, ...,n. This

implies that a finitely generated strongly pure subgroup is a direct summand and

finite rank strongly pure subgroups of torsion-free groups are also direct summands.

It is also easy to see that strong purity is transitive and is an inductive property.

Strongly pure subgroups are pure but purity does not necessarily imply strong

purity for, if G is a finite rank indecomposable torsion-free group with rank G > 2,

then G contains nontrivial pure subgroups whereas the only strongly pure subgroups

of G are {0} and G itself.

Let G be a completely decomposable group and {ti, t2, ..., rn} a finite subset of

£{G). If GTi is a maximal r¿-homogeneous summand of G for every i = 1,2,..., n,

it is easy to see that Y^=\ ^ = ®"=i ^n is a direct summand of G. This

observation will be used repeatedly throughout this note.

One of the theorems proved by Baer is that, if if is a direct summand of a

completely decomposable group G and the typeset of H satisfies the maximum

condition, then H is itself completely decomposable. We have the following gener-

alization of this theorem. (Also see [1, Proposition 10].)

THEOREM 1. Let G be a completely decomposable group and H a strongly pure

subgroup of G. If the typeset, T(H), of H satisfies the maximum condition, then

H is completely decomposable.

PROOF. Let G = 0T€¿(G) GT be a homogeneous decomposition of G and, for

every r G <?(G), let 7rT:G —» GT be the projection such that ker7rT = ®T/^TGT'.

Define

£(H) = {reT(H):(H*(r)),CH{T)}.

If t is a maximal type in T(H) (which exists by assumption on T(H)), then trivially

t G Í (H) and therefore £ (H) is nonempty. Let to be a fixed but arbitrary type in

£{H) and let 0 ¿ h G H{t0) - (#*(t0))„. If we define

£(h) = {re£(G): irT{h)¿Q},

then h — ̂ 2T&£/n\ 7rT(/i) and r > To for every t G £ (h). By definition there exists

a homomorphism $:G-*fl such that

h = V(h)=   J2   *Kr{h).
re£(h)

Assume that r0 ^ £(h) (Ç £(G)). Then, for every r G £(h),

to < t = typeG(7rT(/i)) < typeH(*7TT(/i)).

This implies that h G (ü*(t0))»; a contradiction. Thus to G £{G) and nT0(h) ^ 0.

We also conclude that £(H) C £{G). The argument above shows that (ü*(t))» =
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H n G*{t) for every t G T{H). We then have for every tg£{H),

H(T)/(H*(r)U = (HnG(T))/(HnG*(T))

= (Hn G(t))/(h n G{t) n G*{t))

= (ifnG(r),G«(T))/G'(r)

<G(t)/G*(t)^Gt,

a homogeneous completely decomposable group of type t. Thus ü(t)/(ü*(t))» is

a homogeneous group of type t and, by Lemma 86.4 in [2], (H*(t))* is a balanced

subgroup of H(t). By Theorem 86.6 in [2], H(t)/(H*(t))* is a completely decom-

posable group and, since completely decomposable groups are balance projective,

H(t) = HT © (7í*(t)}», where HT is a nonzero homogeneous completely decompos-

able group of type t. Since H(t) is strongly pure in G, HT is also strongly pure in

G and therefore every finite rank pure subgroup of HT is a summand of G for every

re£{H).
Let H' — ¿3ref (H) Ht QH and suppose that Ya=i ^n = 0, where hTi G HTi, i =

1,2,... ,ft, and {ti, t2, ..., Tn} C £(ii). By definition, there exists homomorphisms

9i:G —► üTi such that í'í(/iTJ = /iTi, ¿ = 1,2,...,n. If ti, say, is minimal in

{Ti,T2,...,Tn}, then

n

o=¿r*1(hT.) = *1(hT1)=hT1.

i=i

We conclude that hTi — 0, ¿ = 1,2,... ,n, and therefore H' = ©reftf/) ^ 's a

completely decomposable group.

We now show that H' is strongly pure in G (and therefore strongly pure in H).

Let h' = Yl?=i hTi G H', where hTi G HTi, i = 1,2, ...,n, and {ti,T2,. .. ,Tn} Ç
£{H). Then (fcT<)» is a summand of G and is therefore a summand of some t¿-

homogeneous summand of G. This implies that

i=l 1=1

is a summand of G. Thus there exists a homomorphism 0: G —> if' such that

e(fc') = h'.
We shall now show that H = H', arguing as in the last paragraph of Theorem

98.3 in [2]. Let h G H be of type t; because the types in T(H) satisfy the maximum

condition we may assume that £3t'>t^(t') — H'- Since H' is pure in G, this

implies that (H*(t)). Ç H'. But h gH{t) = H'T © (ü*(t)>* G Ü' which therefore

means that H = H' is completely decomposable.

The proof of Theorem 1 implies that if H is a completely decomposable strongly

pure subgroup of a completely decomposable group G, then the extractible type-

set of if is a subset of the extractible typeset of G. This is not necessarily true

for pure completely decomposable subgroups of G. It also implies that if if is a

subset of the extractible typeset of G and HT is a pure subgroup of a maximal

T-homogeneous summand of G for every t G £, then J2Te£ HT — 0Tgf HT is a

strongly pure subgroup of G. It is natural to ask whether all pure subgroups of com-

pletely decomposable groups arise in this way.  Specifically, is every homogeneous
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strongly pure subgroup of G a pure subgroup of some T-homogeneous summand of

G? We shall give an answer to this question after we have considered strongly nice

subgroups of separable torsion-free groups.

The following lemma will be crucial in the proof of our next theorem.

LEMMA 1. Let G = 0™=1 GTi © G' be a completely decomposable group, where

0 # GTi = G{Ti)IG*{n), i = 1,2,... ,n. Let 0 ¿ g = £?=1 gt + g', where g' G G'
and 0 5¿ <?¿ G GTj, i = 1,2,..., n. Suppose that

(i) typeG(0') > n = typeG(&)> ¿ = 1,2,..., n, and

(ii) )»(/)> fß.iXo(w).
TTien í/iere eiwís o complement 0"=1G£.  o/G' m G suc/i í/ioí GJ. = GTi ond

9 = E"=i ffi> where g[ G G'Ti, i = 1,2,...,n.

PROOF. For every i G {1,2,..., n} define

I^Mprime):^^)^^^)}-

Since typeG(g') > typeG(g¿) = t¿, condition (i) implies that %¿ is finite for every

i G {1,2,..., n}. Condition (ii) implies that hp(g') > min{/ip (g¿): ¿ = 1,2,..., n}.

We then have that H"=i 1Í» = 0- For every i G {1,2,..., n} define

r¿ = J] pOW-W».
pel,

Since nr=i 1f¿ = 0 the integers ri,r2,... ,r„ are relatively prime. Thus there exists

integers sx, s2, ■. ■, sn such that E"=i risi = 1- This implies that g' = E"=i risiÇ'■

We now let g\ — gi + r¿s¿g' for every i S {1,2,..., n}. Let p be any prime.

(a) If p G K¿, we have

fc?(W) > fc£W) = ti${g') + h?{gi) - hf(g>) = h°(gt).

(b) If p ^ f ¿, we have

hf(rlSlg') > h^g1) > h°{gi).

This implies that xg(<7¿) < XG^i^ig') and therefore

Xc(ffi) = Xc(ft) n xg(^s¿9') = Xg(&)-

The proof of Theorem, 85.1 in [2] implies that there is an isomorphism G¿: (g¿)* —►

(g!¿)* such that 0¿(g¿) = g¿. Since GTi is a homogeneous completely decomposable

group, (gi ) » is a direct summand of GTi with complement, say X¿. Let 7rTj : G —► GTi

(= (&)* © -Xi) be a projection with G' Ç ker7rTi and define G'T. — ({<7Í,-X¿})». If h

is an arbitrary element of G, then /i = g" + x¿ + g"', where g" G (j/¿)«> I» G -Xi and

¡7"' G ker ttTí . There exists integers m¿ and m¿ such that

m'i9i = ™tgt = m¿7rTi(£/¿) = ■minTi(g'i).

Let ^ = Qi{g") G (g-)». This implies that

m'iK'i = m-e»(ff") = mjGitei) = m¿fif-.

We then have m^g" = m¿7rn(g¿) = m¿7rTi(/i¿) and by torsion-freeness g" = 7TTi(/i¿).

Hence 7rTi(/i) = itTi(g" + x¿) = 7rT. (ft¿ + x¿), which implies that h — h[ - x¿ = h" G

ker 7TTi. Thus /i = ft\ + n + h" G G'T. + ker 7rTi. We then have G = G'T.+ ker trTi. We
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now let hi G ({g!¿,Xi}) nker7rTi. Then hi = kg'{ + x¿ for some integer k and x¿ G X¿

and

0 = nTi {hi) = k-ïïTi (gr-) + x¿ = kgi + x¿.

Thus kgi = —x¿ G (<&)* n X¿ = {0} and by torsion-freeness k = 0. Thus /i¿ = 0

which implies that GJ. f) ker7rTi = {0}. We then have G = G'T. © ker7rTi and

g[ G G'T = GTi. Since G^.. is a maximal T;-homogeneous summand of G for every

i G {1,2,..., n}, then E"=i *-*t¿ = 0™=i ^"V is a summand of G and its complement

is G'. Finally
n n n

9 = £ 9i + ff' = Sc* + r*s'ff') = X^í
i=l i=l i=l

and the proof of the lemma is complete.

The following observation, deduced from the proof of the previous lemma, will

be used repeatedly in the proof of the next theorem: let G = 0rG£(G)GT be a

homogeneous decomposition of a completely decomposable group G and let 7rT: G —*

GT be a projection. If 0 ^ g G G satisfies xg(ôO = XG{nT(g)) for some r G £ (G),

then g belongs to a maximal T-homogeneous summand of G.

We now prove

THEOREM 2. Let H be a strongly pure subgroup of a completely decomposable

group G. Then every element of H is contained in a completely decomposable finite

rank summand of H.

PROOF. Let G = 0t€£(G) GT be a homogeneous decomposition of G and let

7TT:G —> Gr be the projection with ker7rr = 0r/jTGT<, for every t G £{G). For

0 t¿ h G H we let

£{h) = {Te£(G):irT(h)^0}.

Our aim is to write h in the form h = ETe£(M ^, where, for every t G £{h),

hT G H n G'T and G'T is a maximal T-homogeneous summand of G.

We partition £(h) into subsets Mk, k = 1,2,... ,d, defined recursively as follows:

Ali is the set of all minimal types in £(h) and, for k = 2,3,... ,d, we say that

t 6 £(h) is in Alfe if and only if there exists at least one t' G Atfc_i satisfying

t' < t, and, if t" is any type in £(h) satisfying t' < t" < t, then either t" = t or

t" = t'. We then have

fc=l TEMk

Let $i:G-»Hbea homomorphism such that ^i(h) = h. Then

fc=l TGMfc

Let t G Mi and let r' G £(/i) - {t}. Then 7rT*i7v(/i) = 0 for, if 7rT*i7rT/(/i) 7¿ 0

we would have t' = typeG(7rT/(/i)) < typeG(7rTí'i(7rT'(/i))) = t which contradicts

the minimality of t in £(/i). Thus nT(h) = 7rT$1(7rr(ft)) for every t G Mi and this

implies that

XoMh)) = XG(7rT*i7rT(fc)) > Xg(1W/i)) > xgUtW)-
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Hence xci^iUrfî))) = xcK^i'TtCi)) and, by the observation after the proof

of Lemma 1, 1i'i7rT(/i) = /iTii (g H) is contained in a maximal T-homogeneous

summand of G. We then have

h =  £ Kl + h>2,    where h'2 =       £       *i7rT(ft) G  £ ü(t) Ç  £ G(t).

t€Mi ref(h)-Mi tEW2 t€M2

Assume that, for a fixed k G {2,3,..., d}, we have expressed h in the form

fe-i

(A) h=J2 £ h^+h'k,
i=l reWv

where /iT)¿ (g Ü) belongs to a maximal T-homogeneous summand of G, t G M¿ and

i = 1,2,..., k - 1, with /i'fc G £T6Mfc H(t) £ EreMfc G(t). We now define

£(/l'fe) = {TG<f(G):7rT(ft'fc)^0}

and observe that if £ (h'k) D Mfc / 0, then it consists of some minimal types of

£(/4). In this case we let Wk: G —> if be a homomorphism such that ty'k(h'k) = h'k.

Then /i'fe = ET6£(h't)nMfc *itMtyc) + ETe£(h'J-Mfc %^Áh'k). By the first part

of the proof of this theorem, ^(^vCi/J) = hT¡k (G H) belongs to a maximal t-

homogeneous summand of G for every t G £(foj¡.) PI Mk- Also, if t G £{h'k) — Mk,

then t > t1 for some /e^ since h'k G EreM  ^(r)- We then have

fe

fc=   /!    />    ̂ T,i + ^fc>
Í=l  TSAli

where

fefc =   £   *'fc7rT(/i'fc) g £ (ü*w). ç £ G*w-

We now let £(hk) = {t G ¿,(G):7rT(/ifc) ̂  0} and define

-        Í {t G £(hk)-T> t' for some t' G Mfc+i},    if 2 < k < d - 1,
tk ~ | 0 if fc = d,

<ffc = £(hk) -£k    if 2 < k < d.

Then hk - gk + g'k, where gk = Er€£* ^(/ifc) and g'k = Ere£¿ M^O- We note

that £(h) n £'k = 0, 2 < k < d, and

fc

i=l t€M¿

For each t' G <í¿ define

£{T') = lr€\jMi:wAhT,i)¥:o\.

We notice that if t' G £,£ and TrT>(hT¡i) £ 0, where t G Ui=i W«, then t =

typeG(ftT,i) S T' since t € £(h) and £(/i) n £'k — 0. We now define a relation ~ on

£'k by requiring that t[ ~ t2 if and only if £(t[) — £{t2) for any two types ti,T2 in
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£k. This is obviously an equivalence relation on £k and we let {£'k v ..., £k n } be

the set of all equivalence classes.

We can associate with each equivalence class £'k m, where m = 1,2,...,nfc, a

uniquely determined subset, say M(£k m), of Ui=i -Mi defined by

M(£k,m) = I t G JJ Mu MM ¿ 0 for every r' G £'k%m \ .

Then 7rT'(Jv>,i) = 0 for every t' G £'k>m and every r" G (U*U Ati) - •M(£'^m). Put

& = £ Ms'*:) = £ 9fe,m>
r€f¿ m=l

where

fffc,m =   £   Mffit).        m = l,2,...,nfc.

T6ffc,m

Then, for every t' G £k m, v/e have

0 = 7TT»(ft) = 7TT' £        feT)i      + Mfffc.J

which implies that

XGK'vfffc.m)) = XG Ut'  I £        ftr,t

> XG £        ftr.i      = Pi XgCít,,).

Thus

XG{g'k,m) =       n      XG(7Tr'(^,m)) > f] Xa{hT,i)

r'^i,m reM(£'km)

and

typeG(fffe,m) =    p|    t' >t = typeG(/iT,¿)

T'<E£fc,m

for every t G M(£^m).

Let i'fc: G —» H be a homomorphism such that Vl/fc(rifc) — /ifc. Then

A: k

h = £ £ fer,i + ftfc = £ £ hTt% + 9k{hk)
i=l tGM¿ i=l tGMí

fc

= £ £ Ki + *k(9k) + *k(9'k)
i=l tGMí

k nk

= £   £   Ki + **(») + £ *fc(9fc,m)-
2=1 t£.M¿ m=l
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Consider, for example, Et€M(£'   ) ^T>¿ + *fe(fffc,i) anal observe that

(i) typeG(*fc(fffc,i)) > typeG{g'kl) > t = typeG(/iT,¿) for every r G M{£'k x) and

(ii) XG(*k(g'kA)) > Xg(</m) > flrexííí,,) Xg(M-
Then, by Lemma 1,

£       fcrI<+*fc(fli,1)=       £       ^,„

where h'T i belongs to a T-homogeneous summand of G.   Also, from the proof of

Lemma 1, xg{K,í) = Xg{K,í) f°r every T G ^(¿"fe,i) and {K/T G -M(^fc,i)} S H.
Repeat this process for the elements

£      fcr,i+*fc(fli,m).        2<m<nfc.

(N.B. For the sake of simplicity of notation, we put h'T i = hT¿ for t G M(£k x) and

adopt this convention of using the symbol /iT>¿ for all the components of h belonging

to maximal T-homogeneous summands of G and obtained by the process described

above for m = 1.)

We will then be able to express h in the form

fc

^ = £ £ Ki + K+i>
i=l reMi

where hTtl (g H) belongs to a maximal T-homogeneous summand of G, t G Mr, i =

1,2,..., k, and h'k+1 = ^k(gk) G HdJ2TeM G(t). This expression of h is similar

to expression (A). We can repeat the process for the integers k + 1, fc + 2,..., d.

We note that, by definition, £¿ = 0 and therefore <?d = Eref^ ^(ftfc) — 0- Thus

h'd+l = ^d(gd) = 0 which implies that

d

/l = £   £   hr,i.

1=1 reMi

Since /iT>¿ (g if) belongs to a maximal T-homogeneous summand of G for every

t G £[h), it is easy to see that YlTeS(h)(^,i)* = 0tg£(/i)('1t,í)* is a finite rank

summand of G. Thus ®TG£in){hT,i)* is a completely decomposable finite rank

summand of H containing h and the proof of the theorem is complete.

The classical theorem of Kulikov on completely decomposable groups assets that

countable direct summands of completely decomposable groups are completely de-

composable. With the help of Theorem 2, we can extend this theorem to strongly

pure subgroups of completely decomposable groups. The idea of the proof of the

next theorem comes from the proof of Theorem 2 in Kolettis's paper Homoge-

neously decomposable modules (Studies on Abelian Groups, Springer, Berlin, 1968,

pp. 223-238).

THEOREM 3. Countable strongly pure subgroups of completely decomposable

groups are completely decomposable.

PROOF. Let G be a completely decomposable group and H a countable strongly

pure subgroup of G and let {h\,h2,... ,hn} be a finite subset of H.   Then, by
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Theorem 2 above, H = ifi ®H[, where ifi is a finite rank completely decomposable

group containing h\. Let h2 be the projection of h2 on H[. Since H[ is also

strongly pure in G, Theorem 2 implies that H[ — H2 © H'2, where H2 is a finite

rank completely decomposable group containing h2. Proceeding in this manner we

obtain a finite rank completely decomposable summand iffc+i of H'k for 2 < fc < n,

which contains the projection h'k+1 of hk+i on H'k where H = 0¿=i ií¿ © H'k with

0i=1 Hi a finite rank completely decomposable group and H'k is obviously strongly

pure in G. This implies that H is separable since 0"=1 Hi will be a finite rank

completely decomposable summand of H containing {hi, h2,..., hn}. Since if is

countable, H is necessarily completely decomposable.

The proof of Theorem 3 implies that strongly pure subgroups of completely

decomposable groups are separable. We recall that pure subgroups of homogeneous

separable groups are strongly pure. Thus strongly pure subgroups of homogeneous

separable groups are separable by Corollary 87.3 in [2]. The classical theorem of

Fuchs on separable torsion-free groups asserts that direct summands of separable

torsion-free groups are separable. All these results are immediate corollaries of the

following theorem.

THEOREM 4. Strongly pure subgroups of separable torsion-free groups are sep-

arable.

PROOF. Let G be a separable torsion-free group, H strongly pure in G and

let {h\,h2,... ,hn} be a finite subset of H. There exists a finite rank completely

decomposable summand, Gi, of G such that {h\,h2,... ,hn} Ç Gi. By definition,

there exists a homomorphism \I>i : G —> H such that *i (h) — h for every h G HPlGi.

Therefore if fl Gi Ç Gi Ç (\I>i(Gi),Gi)* and the latter is a finite rank pure

subgroup of G. Thus, there exists a finite rank completely decomposable summand,

G2, of G such that (*i(Gi), Gi)* Ç G2 and there exists a homomorphism ^2: G —►

H such that ^l2{h) = h for every h G H n G2.

Let m be an integer satisfying m > 1 and assume that we have obtained an

ascending chain

G1çG2ç.-ÇGkç-çGm

of finite rank completely decomposable summands of G and homomorphism

*fc:G -> if such that tffe(/i) = h for every h G H n Gfc, 1 < fc < m. Then

(EfcLi ^,fc(Gm),Gm), is a finite rank pure subgroup of G containing Gm, which

is contained in a finite rank completely decomposable summand Gm+i of G. Let

\&m+i:G —► H be a homomorphism such that ^m+i(h) = h for every h G H H

Gm+i. Repeat the process W times. We then obtain an ascending sequence

Gi Ç G2 Ç • • • Ç Gn Ç ■ ■ •,        n < u,

of finite rank summands of G and homomorphisms *„: G —> H such that ^n(h) = h

for every h G H fl G„, n < u. Let G' = {Jn<í¿ Gn. Since G' is the union of an

ascending sequence of strongly pure subgroups of G and strong purity is an inductive

property, G' is strongly pure in G. It is easy to see that G' is a countable completely

decomposable group. We shall now prove that H' = H fl G' is strongly pure in G'.

Let 0 t¿ h' G H'. Then there exists an integer, fc say, such that h' G H fl Gk

and, by definition, Vk(h') = h!. Let ^l'k be the restriction of ^k to G' and let g' be
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an arbitrary element of G'. Then there exists an integer, say r, such that g' G Gr.

Then

(a) if r < fc, we have

%(g') = **(</) G H n /£ *i(Gfc), G* \   ç H n Gfc+i ç H',

(b) if r > fc, we have

**(<?') = *fe(ff') 6 H n /¿ *f (Gr), Gr \   ç if n Gr+i Ç H'.

From (a) and (b) we conclude that Vk G Hom(G',iî') and %{h') = ft'.

Thus fi' is a countable strongly pure subgroup of G'. Since G' is completely de-

composable, Theorem 3 asserts that H' is also completely decomposable. Also, since

strong purity is transitive, H' is strongly pure in G. Obviously {hi,h2,... ,hn} Ç

H' and therefore there is a finite rank summand ifi of H' containing {hi, h2, ■ ■ ■,

hn}. We observe that ifi is strongly pure in G. Thus ifi is a finite rank com-

pletely decomposable summand of H containing {hi, h2, ■ ■ •, hn} and therefore H

is separable.

Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G and ß: G —► G ¡H the natural epimorphism.

Then H is said to be strongly nice in G if, for every g G G, there exists a homo-

morphism V: G/H —► G such that ß^ß(g) = ß{g). This concept was introduced by

K. M. Rangaswamy and one of the results he obtained is the following:

A strongly nice subgroup of a separable group is strongly pure.

We are going to use this result to find an example of a homogeneous strongly

pure subgroup of a completely decomposable group G which is not a subgroup of

any maximal homogeneous summand of G.

Let ti and t2 be any two types with ti ^ (oo, oo,..., oo) and t2 <j i\. Theorem 5

in [5] states that there exists an Ni -separable group A such that the typeset of A is

{fi,T2} and A is not a direct sum of homogeneous groups. There exists a balanced

exact sequence

O^ff^G^A^O,

where G is a completely decomposable group with £(G) — {ti,t2}. It can be

shown that H is strongly nice in G. Thus H is strongly pure in G and by Theorem

1, if is completely decomposable and the extractible typeset of if is a subset of

{ti, t"2}- Let if = HTl ©ifT2, where HTi is a homogeneous completely decomposable

group of type t¿, i = 1,2, and assume that there is a homogeneous decomposition

G = GTl ©GT2 of G such that Hn Ç Gn, i = 1,2. This will imply that A S G/H S
(GTl/ifTl) © (GT2/fiT2). It is easy to show that GTJHn is a homogeneous group of

type Ti, i = 1,2. Thus A is a direct sum of homogeneous groups, a contradiction.

Hence HT2 is a homogeneous strongly pure subgroup of G which is not contained

in any maximal homogeneous summand of G.

We have not been able to determine whether or not strongly pure (or even

strongly nice) subgroups of completely decomposable groups are completely de-

composable. In view of Theorems 1 and 3 a natural step in this direction is to

determine whether or not strongly pure subgroups of completely decomposable

groups are direct sums of countable groups (cf. Kaplansky's Theorem on direct
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summands of direct sums of countable groups). In [3] Hill derived a necessary and

sufficient condition for an isotype subgroup of a direct sum of countable p-groups

(p a prime) to be itself a direct sum of countable groups. It has been shown in [4]

that isotype subgroups of totally projective p-groups are strongly pure. Therefore,

Example 1 in [3] implies that strongly pure subgroups of direct sums of countable

groups are not necessarily direct sums of countable groups. It seems likely that

there is a strongly pure subgroup of a completely decomposable group which is not

completely decomposable.

Let G be a torsion-free group which is the union of an ascending sequence of

strongly pure subgroups Gn, n < w. If each Gn is completely decomposable, is G

also completely decomposable? It is easy to show that if G is countable, then G will

be completely decomposable. Hill has proved an analogous theorem which states

that if G is a p-group which is the set-theoretic union of a countable collection of

isotype totally projective subgroups Gn, then G is totally projective.
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